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We are experts in Artificial Intelligence for the insurance and banking industries. Our new AI-based and trustful solutions generate significantly more revenue and lower costs for our clients.

We are MOUNT ONYX: MOUNT stands for substance and sustainability, ONYX for precious stone and brilliance full of AI. We are specialized and focused on innovative business opportunities, until 2019 especially for the online insurance business in Europe.
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Price Predictions
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Increase revenue with optimum quotes

Benchmark the prices & services of your (existing or fictitious) off/ online customer segments or single customers against accurate price predictions of the best reachable prices & services on the entire market.

Identify own price & service advantages/ disadvantages and maximum revenue potentials

	for highly profitable pricing & discount strategies
	for successful marketing & sales strategies and campaigns
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Price Engine APIs
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Win new customers and save acquisition costs

Our fast price engines give users accurate price predictions and reference prices & services in seconds (by entering only 2 factors per product), allowing to easily customize searches. We provide APIs

	for direct quotation and price comparison sites: users get a first quick calculation of your own or the best of all online available prices & services on the market (tops)
	for intermediary portals: offline agents and brokers get access to the best of all online available prices & services on the market (tops & flops), as preparation before a customer meeting or as an actively or passively used sales tool for the off/ online consultation


You profit from higher conversion rates, full costumer ownership and lower acquisition costs.
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Synthetic Data 
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Save time and data costs

Data scientists, actuaries, researchers and product managers get synthetic data, the fuel for AI:

	Share data without limitations
	Eliminate biases
	Train machine learning algorithms
	Test and develop new products
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New: Insurance Price Radar Austria
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Austria`s largest AI-based & representative motor tariff analysis

Intermediaries (agents, brokers) and insurers get:

	all average, top & flop prices and price variances (out of current car tariffs of all online available providers)
	for all customers or more than 300 customer segments (by customer preferences, risk parameters, product parameters)


Benchmark your own prices & services with the best reachable prices & services on the market:

	Identify own price & service advantages/ disadvantages and the optimum quotes/ discounts
	Find out new market and customer potentials
	Win new customers, better up- or cross-sell existing customers or build more loyality (churn management)
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